Improve Health.
Save Labor.
Reduce Environmental Impact.

Achieve a healthier learning environment.

Clarke can show you how.

Doing more with less.
Cleaning professionals in education settings are constantly
challenged with creating a safer, healthier environment for

Featuring powerful BOOST® technology, the BOS-18 is the high-productivity
orbital floor machine for small areas and detail work.

students and staff in order to improve the learning process. With
constant budget pressures, they must also, reduce the cost of
cleaning. As one of the world’s leading brands of commercial
floor care and cleaning equipment, Clarke can help you
to elevate the overall healthiness of your facilities and minimize
environmental impact while reducing the amount of labor and
resources required.
Clarke cleaning solutions are designed to help improve overall
productivity and achieve higher levels of cleaning performance
while enhancing the health and safety of your staff, students
and other building occupants.

More environmentally sound and safe solutions.
By using Clarke cleaning equipment, you can minimize student

The versatile Clarke Clean Track® self-contained portable extractor
features single spray jet technology ensuring consistent coverage without
overlaps, streaking or clogging. The Clean Track offers both an interim
cleaning mode and deep extraction and can be converted into an
automatic scrubber for hard floor scrubbing.

exposure to nauseous chemicals, improve air quality and reduce
the risk of slip and fall incidents, so your facility is cleaner and safer
for students, staff and visitors.
Innovative technology that significantly reduces water usage and
reduces or eliminates the need for cleaning chemicals provides
education customers with industry leading environmental solutions.
Floors are more efficiently scrubbed and dried with only the necessary
water and detergent, reducing the negative environmental impact
of conventional chemical scrubbing and floor finish removal.

Rugged, single-source solutions from a more
complete supplier.
Being able to procure all your cleaning equipment from a single
source increases your efficiency and labor utilization. With Clarke,
you can choose from a full line of automatic scrubbers, floor
machines, burnishers, vacuums and carpet extractors. These
durable machines are built to handle the frequent use and daily
abuse experienced in education environments. Clarke also supports
you with the industry’s largest dealer network, consisting of more
than 1,300 locations across the U.S. When you do need parts or
service, a Clarke dealer is always close by.

« On the cover: The new compact and maneuverable

A COMPREHENSIVE LINE OF FLOOR CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

Focus® II MicroRider™ lets you scrub more square footage
with less operator fatigue. Available in 26 inch disc scrub
deck or 28 inch BOOST® deck models for dual-function
scrubbing and chemical-free floor finish removal.

VACUUMS

CARPET EXTRACTORS

The innovative, new Clarke Vantage 14 battery-powered scrubber sets new standards for maneuverability,
cleans in all directions and keeps water contained under the deck to effortlessly deliver a scrubbed dry surface.

BOOST®: remove floor finish with water only.
Our exclusive BOOST® random orbital scrubbing technology can

The Focus® II BOOST® compact 20 inch automatic scrubber offers up to a 70% reduction
in water, chemicals and labor, with the ability to remove floor finish using only water.

remove floor finish in a single pass using just water, eliminating
the need for traditional floor finish removal with chemicals. The
benefits of using BOOST are significant:
• Up to 90% labor savings versus conventional floor finish removal
• 50-70% water and chemical savings
• 40% reduction in floor pad consumption
• High performance multi-purpose machines: daily cleaning,
floor finish removal, wet screen gym floors

How Clarke contributes to healthy education:
• Cleaner facilities due to superior cleaning technologies
• More frequent cleaning due to better utilization of labor
• Reduced environmental impact
• Reduced usage of water and chemicals
• Reduced risk of slip and fall accidents
• Improved indoor air quality
• More LEED-EBOM eligible equipment

SWEEPERS

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

FLOOR MACHINES & BURNISHERS

AUTOMATIC SCRUBBERS

Comprehensive floor cleaning solutions for over 90 years.
Since 1916, Clarke has been a driving force in productivity for

Clarke products are recognized for their superior performance,

floor cleaning. We are an industry-leader whose product

ergonomics and innovative technology that makes our floor

developments include battery-powered automatic scrubbers, dual-

care equipment more reliable and easier to operate. With

motor commercial vacuum cleaners, carpet extractors, and most

hundreds of locations Nationwide, the Clarke certified dealer

recently, the acclaimed BOOST Technology that has revolutionized

network assures customers receive personal service, expert

floor care productivity and environmental sustainability.

advice, responsive assistance and complete support and parts

®

availability – all backed by one of the nation’s leading and most
longstanding professional floor cleaning equipment brands. For
superior floor care solutions for education, no other brand offers
Clarke performance.
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